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	Title: Oak Tree Galls and Hackberry Aphids
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: Wherever oak trees occur, you’ll find a group of small insects called gall makers living with them.  The majority of gall makers are tiny wasps, but in some cases flies are responsible. These insects cause deformities, known as galls, of various shapes, sizes, and colors on leaves, twigs, bark, flowers, buds, acorns, and even the roots of oak trees.  Each gall maker creates its own distinctive gall using chemicals from its body and from the tree. The majority of oak leaf galls do little or no harm to their host tree.  They are just living inside their little galls minding their own business. There is the jumping oak gall wasp, which spends part of its life inside a seed-like capsule and lives in harmony with the valley oaks.  Similar to the Mexican Jumping Bean, adult oak gall wasps are tiny, fly-like, purple-black, shiny insects.  In springtime the female adult lays her eggs inside the bottom of the leaf.  A few weeks later the egg hatches, and a baby larva starts feeding and forming a little structure (gall) to live in.  Galls drop from leaves in summer as the larva starts moving around inside.  Huge numbers may be seen (and sometimes heard) as they hop an inch or more above ground.  Eventually the larva inside quiets down to pupate for the winter and undergo complete metamorphosis to emerge in the spring as an adult wasp ready to repeat the life cycle. Other gall flies and wasps cause star-like galls, pink-spined turban galls, reddish cone galls on oak leaves, or the apple galls on oak twigs and branches, but do not produce the jumping larvae.  None of these galls are harmful to the tree, but you may notice some spotting on upper leaf surfaces as a result of their presence.The Live Oak Woolly Leaf Galls are very unusual looking.  They look like tan, furry balls growing on the back side of a green leaf.  They are soft and fuzzy to the touch.  It is hard to imagine that a little insect lives inside.Take an autumn walk and you’ll see lots of galls on almost all of the oak trees this year. Asian Woolly Hackberry Aphid The Asian Woolly Hackberry Aphid was discovered in California for the first time in 2002 and has been a real nuisance in several valley cities ever since.  The real problem is the gobs and gobs of honeydew that these aphids produce.  It is so thick that it looks like maple syrup.  Unfortunately it drips from the leaves of trees on to parked cars and sidewalks and creates a real sticky mess.  A small aphid, about ¼-inch long and covered with white, fuzzy wax is the culprit behind this problem.  This aphid is easy to see and infests both upper and lower leaf surfaces.  Like many other aphids the females give birth to living young all summer long, so populations can build to very high levels by late summer.
	Page 2: While the honeydew is a great nuisance, control is probably not needed to protect the long-term health or survival of otherwise healthy trees.  This is based on experience with other woolly aphid pests of trees, like the woolly ash (tree) aphid, and on reports from the Southeast where they’ve experienced the Asian woolly hackberry aphid.  In other words, the insect does not kill the tree, but the honeydew it produces is such a nuisance that people don’t want to tolerate it. Hackberry trees will start to lose their leaves any time now.  So spraying an insecticide makes no sense right now.  If you plan to take action, consider treating in late winter or early spring. Limit foliar spraying to low-toxicity materials such as insecticidal soap or horticultural oils for insects. Even though these materials are not as effective as harsher insecticides, they are safer in the environment.  Even insecticides won’t work as well as they should because it is too hard to get thorough coverage of waxy-covered insects on the underside of the leaves in a mature hackberry tree.  Spray drift becomes more of a hazard than killing aphids. A soil application of systemic insecticide (imidacloprid, sold as Bayer Advanced) has been effective in controlling this aphid, but can be costly and timing is critical for best control.  Late winter to early spring (around the time of flush of new leaves) is believed to be the most effective soil treatment time.The goal.  Ideally we want to build up enough beneficial insects like lady bugs and lacewings to prey upon the aphids to reduce their populations. Researchers are looking for a more effective beneficial insect that would be more specific to this particular wooly aphid.  If that were to happen, then the aphid populations would be reduced faster and we would not need to spray trees or tread through a sticky mess.   
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